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Are you enjoying Windows 10?

The table is split on Microsoft's Windows 10. Some love it others hate it. I have hardly found anyone
who sits in the middle on its satisfaction status. I personally want a system that does what I want it to
when I want it to.
Sadly for any company that hides their true intentions from the public will be in a world of hurt when
the consumer learns the uncovered truth. Well there are several things that annoy many users about
Windows 10, both Home, and Professional. I have always marveled at how business marketers love to
paint a picture of something that is NOT attainable at the price they are charging. Another words, you
can't get that item unless you go in an add extras to it to make it perform as advertised.
In this newsletter lets focus on one major NASTY that Microsoft has failed to address even to this
moment! We all know updates are important on a computer. Maybe if a doctor told you you needed a
pacemaker and it would be run by a Microsoft operating system we might be better off just saying “I'll
pass” until they finally build a system that won't kill me before a heart attack actually would.
More to the point is a company bound and determine to create a computer system that has an annual
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subscription based system where you pay annually and get continual updates to a newer and newer
system. Now at the onset the annual fees would get exceedingly expensive, but more importantly is
software compatibility. Since the demise of Windows XP it has been clear that programs rarely survive
more than two system level upgrades. For the home user the costs are moderately high, but for
businesses the price of system upgrades are sometimes staggering.
So, lets look at a daily operational level. In the past systems have always had their qwerks where they
would randomly freeze, and or crash. That was just the cost of using a computer...Right?
We are now at a new threshold of MORONISM from the makers of the biggest computer operating
system in the world. Now with Windows 10 we are forced to update our systems when ever the heck
the developers wants to change their system. They first made the Home version of Windows 10 to do
update when ever it wanted to. They saved the businesses version from this by allowing them to
(Change Active hours) to a time period where the user could depend on doing there work without an
AUTOMATIC shutdown and reboot. After a few months of agonizing use by the home users version
finally it to got this feature upgrade that fixed this problem that Microsoft had purposely programmed
into their system to begin with. I have a hard time considering that this was an oversight! What the hell
were they thinking...?
We watched as many of our Windows customers moved over the Apple Macs. Even that action was not
without retraining stress.
Computer systems by their very nature do not decay! Their designers just come up with NEW
FEATURES to enhance the user's experience. At least this is the nonsense they try to feed us. So, with
that said why then does each new system come up with ways to scramble their system so users are lost,
the software fails to work and productivity drops in the toilet.
SO WHAT CAN YOU DO?
I know that this a great deal to think about. The real question is how do you operate a Windows brand
computer and actually get your work done. Short of moving over the an Apple Mac and going through
the retraining process along with the hard ware compatibility issues. Well here are a few tips to make
your life on a computer bearable.
ONE:

Backup your important files daily on a dependable external drive or online storage.

TWO: When working on any files be sure your active (Visual) windows allows you to see the
desktop. Just in case the system tries to reboot unannounced.
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THREE: Insurance is always wise even if the files you are using reside on a server at a different
location (meaning not at your desk, or in the same building). File damage can occur to any file that has
not been saved the moment Windows decides “Hey we're shutting down whether you like it or not”.
So, save your work often.
FOUR: Be sure JAVA is up to date. Almost every Browser utilizes Java to view Web pages.
FIVE: For those who DO NOT USE the full version of ACROBAT be certain that the ACROBAT
READER DC or what ever the most current version at that point stays current.
SIX:
Even online storage files that are open at the moment Windows 10 automatically updates
and shuts down can be corrupted, and unusable. Business employees please check with your
administrator to see if your computer uses SHADOW COPIES, or FILE VERSIONS. Have them to set
your backup time to as short an interval as possible.
SEVEN: Lastly, The update issue is not worth worrying about if your business is prone to
frequent power outages and you do not have a power plan in place that uses a Battery Backup for
BROWN OUTS and BLACK OUTS. Chances are a black out is less likely to destroy your operating
system and currently open files even though it is possible, and it is very annoying. The worst case
scenario is the BROWN OUT that just drops voltage enough to cause both System and File damage
almost every time. A Battery Backup not only fills the power gap, it filters all power to prevent
hardware damage as well as file damage.
Best wishes!
I hope you find this advice helpful!
------Call us today to setup an appointment to review your situation and recommend what would fit into your budget, and needs.
(828) 400-7271.
Check out our company website for a link page:
http://www.pctechuptime.com/security.html Antivirus software
http://www.pctechuptime.com/backup.html Backup Choices
info@pctechuptime.com
By: PC Tech UpTime, Technician
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